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When it comes to printing, you can trust
that we know

what we’re doing!
Rest assured, we at instaprint provide top quality,
great prices and snazzy services to satisfy
your printing needs. Don’t just take our word for it,

The meaning of success in the eyes of an entrepreneur lies in the role played by the enterprise in bringing about
evolution in the particular sector of industry. Pakistan has always had a strong printing base; yet we see the lack
of drive to bring about the change needed to develop at par with the developed world.
The inception of ‘Instaprint’ can be accredited to this very factor. As the world adapted to change, we remained
Instaprint was developed with the aim of bringing our printing business in line with global
demands. What were these demands? There was a desire to get customized solutions,
Instaprint took the baton of power from those few ‘big players’ in the industry to the
common man. That is something I am most proud of. We tried to understand the needs of
market matured. Our clients now range from individuals who come in as walk-in clients to
corporate giants. Our basic aim remains to be a ‘one-stop solution’ for any printing needs
any one could possibly have.
Our motto ‘U think…… v create’ truly does paint a picture of all that we represent. Our
f

We have always been at the forefront of innovation; carrying on that very tradition we
have also launched two comprehensive online e-commerce websites, www.instaprint.pk
& www.creativewedddingcards.pk

Message From CEO

economic times. We will continue to strive and innovate to serve the consumers in the way that they truly
deserve.

GRAPHIC DESIGNING
DIGITAL PRINTING
OFFSET PRINTING
PHOTOGRAPHIC / LARGE FORMAT PRINTING
3D OBJECT PRINTING
HEAT TRANSFER PRINTING
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
ONLINE SERVICES
With each passing year we’ve found new ways to
improve our services; making our platform faster and
We are your one-stop printing solution. Today, businesses
need to understand the value of having a great image

DIGITAL EMBROIDERY
LASER CUTTING & ENGRAVING
PHOTO BOOTH
RFID CARD PRINTING

Graphic Designing
In a world increasingly driven by visual content, businesses and individuals are constantly searching for the
an elusive challenge that we, at Instaprint, can help you overcome; by choosing consistent font sizes, colours
and design attributes that keep the ‘look and feel’ of your products and services one step ahead of the game.
At Instaprint, we’re not just about printing (although we love that too!)
We also love crafting show-stopping designs for your campaigns and promotions.
The graphic designers at front-end take an idea or message and turn it into an artwork.
manage everything from brand design to complete brand communication, from concept through to
completion.
There are four steps involved in our graphic design process that guarantees an end product that ticks all the

Designer ON-CALL

Service at Your Doorstep

WELL WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED! YOU CAN NOW GET INSTANT SOLUTIONS
TO YOUR PRINTING NEEDS IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OFFICE

Digital Printing
new clients with personalized marketing material. The opportunities are endless when it comes to all things
digital!
Packaging your name or logo onto personalized stationary or envelopes can separate you from the crowd as
a more detail-oriented, professional service. After all, in business, the little details matter. Every time someone writes on your monogrammed stationary, or uses a folder featuring your logo, they’ll think of your busi-

reproduction must be crisp, accurate, clean, and an all-around professional-grade photo. This method is

Photographic / Large Format
Whether you’re printing a library of quality pictures to help draw attention to the theme of your business, or

package, its important to know the value of professional large format printing for your business.
Enlarged photographs or a montage of business images can do wonderful things for your visibility, whether

get a good idea of what you can accomplish.

3D Object Printing
keting strategy. From social media to online campaigns, companies are adopting new and increasingly
can still be leveraged from traditional methods of advertising.
Customers see your corporate merchandise / souvenirs / giveaways every time they grab a pen, insert a USB,
On top of that, because your customers take your promotional products with them wherever they go, they
actively advertise on your behalf.

Heat Transfer Printing
Our customers come in all shapes and sizes, but regardless of where you’re headed or where you’ve been,
instaprint can help you achieve your goals though printed merchandise.

T-Shirt, Hoodies, P-caps, Sweatshirts, Sashes, Mugs, Balls, Diaries,
Badges, and much much more...

Social Media Marketing
When people hear the term social media, their minds usually head towards Twitter and Facebook, however,
there are many platforms out there. Finding the ones where you can connect with your customers is the real
key.
Instaprint's social media service is designed to keep you in total control of your messages across various
social media networks, and is based on understanding your own unique business challenges and objectives.
ters most to your company.

Online Services
prints online.
Your brand’s new design is just a few quick clicks away with our collection of +100,000 unique templates.
ask our online graphic designers to give you a free soft proof for preview.
Don’t take it from us, see what the buzz is about.

www.instaprint.pk www.creativeweddingcards.pk

Digital Embroidery
-

its way to fashion runways whether you are a fashion designer looking for something that can use downloaded pattern or you just want to replicate your own design, the perfect machine is waiting for you at instaprint.

Laser Cutting & Engraving
We specialize in bespoke laser cutting and graphic design, this means we can apply your designs accurately

product or large production runs for your business promotions.

Luxury cards, Sheilds, Keychains, Name plates, Diaries, Frames and
much much more...

Photo Booth
double fun when those pictures are posted simultaneously on social media and gets the ball rolling for your
business.

RFID Card Printing
security passes.
Here at instaprint we have the ability to produce your RFID cards in full colour digital print. This method of
printing allows the plastic cards to be personalised with a name, number and photograph.

OUR CLIENTS

Since 1963

AMER SALAM

TESTIMONIAL

Branch. The management headed by Mr. Nabeel is at the optimum level. I wish best of luck to instaprint in future also.

TULIPS EVENT
knowledge alongside practical hands-on day to day support.”

WAFA AKHTAR
One of the best printing service i have ever came across. For every arts student printing holds great importance. Instaprint truly
understands the clients requirement and on-time delivery. Highly recommendable!

MUHAMMAD QAISER

best wishes and appreciationns are with them.

ABEER MALIK
printing requirements. It’s the best place to go to whether you’re looking for corporate design or personalided needs. I recommend it to everyone!

03000544999

UAN: 111-229-339
GULBERG
124-P, MM Alam Road, Gulberg III, Lahore
042-3577480 - 0334-4333261
gulberg@instaprint.pk

DEFENCE
2-H, Commercial Area, D.H.A Lahore
042-35743132 - 0334-4333578
dha@instaprint.pk

JOHAR TOWN
441, G-4 Block, Babar Chowk
Johar Town, Lahore. 0300-0544021
jt@instaprint.pk

